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Big Clients

• At Clearleft we work with a lot of big organisations
• Working on projects of this scale means having to think differently than you would on smaller projects
• You can’t design all the pages that will appear on the site
• Therefore we think a lot about design systems that can outlast our time on the project



Brasília
Design on a grand scale

• Last month I travelled to Brasília, the capital city of Brazil that was purpose built during the mid-1950’s
• Built in the very centre of the countries sparse interior
• Completed in just 41 months, inaugurated in April 1960



‘Fifty years progress in five’

Juscelino Kubitschek
President

Lúcio Costa
City Planner

Oscar Niemeyer
Architect

• Honoured a campaign pledge of President Juscelino Kubitschek who promised 'fifty years of progress in five'
• Street layout devised by Lúcio Costa resembles an aeroplane or bird, with the city divided into different sectors
• Modernist architecture attracts most attention, with all its major buildings designed by Oscar Niemeyer.
• For the first time an architect was able to design on the scale of a city
• By designing on this grand scale, he was able to apply patterns



Lines

• Of course most buildings are rectangular or cuboid, but here the forms are exaggerated
• National Congress, Brasilia Palace Hotel and the National Library



Curves

Strong lines often contrast with soft curves (Niemeyer said these curves are symbolic of the curves of Brazilian women!)
• Chamber of Deputies (upturned dish), Federal Senate (Dome) and Museum of the Republic.



Reflection

• Largely concrete buildings are often soften by being sat next to pools of water, creating these strong reflections
• National Congress, Itamaraty Palace and the Presidential Residence



Suspension

• One of Niemeyer’s favourite tricks is show his buildings suspended off the ground
• Accomplished by using these very distinctive pillars
• Here at the Supreme Court, at the Presidential Residence and at the Presidential Palace.



Entrances

• Perhaps the most notable feature of his buildings is how you enter.
• Long, sometimes winding ramps
• Museum of Indigenous People, Museum of the Republic, and at the National Congress.
• Not always external, can be internal too, the best example is at the Metropolitana Cathedral…



Entrances

• Here you decent down a long ramp into darkness…
• …before arriving under the beautiful stained glass roof, with light flooding in.

The very definition of user experience!



Common identity

• Utilising these patterns (and more) ensured the new capital had unique but distinct identity
• Tying all the major buildings together
• Niemeyer is still working at the age of 103, and is still Brasilia's go-to-man for many of their key building projects.
• Upon passing away he will have left a living breathing style guide for the city



BBC
Global Visual Language

• The BBC for a long time had a segregated and disjointed website at cost of brand and user experience
• Expensive redesigning the wheel for every new website
• Started using visual design guidelines called the GVL, which was essentially a global header and footer and simple grid
• Last year the BBC announced GVL3, third version of its Global Visual Language



BBC
Global Experience Language

• Later renamed GEL—Global Experience Language
• Contained design pattern library as well as visual design guidelines, took into account interactions and behaviours as well
• An acceptance that visual design on the web is one part of a larger experience



• There is an underlying grid of 61 vertical 16 pixel wide units



• On top of which large columns can be formed, typically three like these
• The right column is slightly larger to accommodate ads on international versions of the site



• There is also a baseline of 8px which encourages horizontally alignment of typography and different elements…



• …such as the global header and footer



• There are now clearer guidance around type usage with recommend sizes, letter spacing and spacing.
• The primary font is Arial with Gill Sans reserved for the local headers.



• Images and videos align with the underlying grid



• A custom icon set was created, so all these sites share the same iconography
• Consistent placement: left of text, top left of images



• There are also common design patterns





Pattern Library

Local Navigation Carousel Autosuggest

Overlay Panel Tool Tips Slideshow

• A pattern library documents key interactions used across the site
• Auto suggest, Navigation, Carousels, Auto suggest, Tooltips, Slideshows
• ‘A comprehensive set of re-usable page components’ 



• Built upon common components and design elements
• Fits in with other sections of the website, even though they may have been designed by different people



• Yet brands can still express themselves within this framework too



Built-in flexibility

We wanted to create something that is 
flexible enough to allow our brands their full 
expression whilst uniting them into a 
coherent user experience.

Bronwyn van der Merwe
Head of Design and User Experience, Central Team, FM&T

• The existence of guidelines doesn’t mean strict conformity
• Guidelines can remain flexible enough to allow for different brand expression



Common foundation

• Separate design agencies or groups can build different websites yet have them work as part of a greater whole.
• It also makes it easier for users to use the site; experiencing common interactions, navigation, placement of content.



gelled.info

It’s like trainspotting for 
BBC websites!



Clearleft
Thinking in patterns

• When we are asked to deliver HTML code, we now take a modular approach



Pattern Portfolio

• We develop individual modules and elements first, and provide these together in what we term a pattern portfolio
• This is not a single page design, but a page of elements
• We might also provide  examples of pages constructed with these modules



Pattern Portfolio

• Pulled out some examples contained in the Razoo pattern portfolio
• Sometimes designs a reference for building pages, sometime wireframes



Pattern Primer

• We have started to take this approach further, starting with what we term a pattern primer
• This shows even finer detail, showing code snippets for the major underlying components
• Combined they can create different patterns 
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An extensible system

• Allows the developers to run with this code, develop new pages on their own
• Transparent, not providing a closed-off final product, something that can be built upon over the lifetime of the site
• Moves away from the notion that a website redesign is a one-time fixed length project



Final Thoughts
Taking this further



Visual Styleguide

PNGHTML

• Starting to think along similar lines further up the design process
• Last few projects, pulled together different patterns in Fireworks towards end of the design stage
• Forces you to think about the design and help you apply styles consistently
• Starting point for front-end development, and to compare the final build with the original design.



Developer Friendly

• Like to think how we can bridge the gap between design and development (there shouldn’t be a gap)
• Encourages discussion earlier in the design process (naming conventions etc.)
• Thinking in terms of components as a designer closely aligns with how a front-end developer might build a site
• But shouldn’t we be thinking in this way even earlier?



In order to embrace designing native layouts 
for the web we need to shed the notion that 
we create layouts from a canvas in. We need 
to create layouts from the content out.

Responsive Design

Mark Boulton
‘A Richer Canvas’

• This modular, holistic approach echos some of the thinking behind responsive design
• Mark Boulton has been speaking about designing from the content out
• May still need a phase in which you define an overall look and feel
• Think about the design of individual components, modules and elements earlier in the design process
• Reduces the chances of a layout-centric approach



Consistent experiences

• By focusing on those parts of the sites that are shared, ensures that different parts of the site tie together
• Parts of the design where we can bring the brand through to all pages
• Allows thinking on a holistic scale without having to design every aspect of it



Just the beginning…

• Ideas still peculating in my mind
• Would love any feedback you have
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